1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

In the past decade, quantitative phase imaging (QPI) has attracted increasing scientific interest in the area of cell and tissue imaging as it can study structure and dynamics with nanoscale sensitivity and without exogenous contrast agents \[[@r1],[@r2]\]. Typically, in order to obtain the pathlength map from an acquired interferogram image, QPI involves off-line post processing. In particular, off-axis methods require an unwrapping algorithm to remove the high-frequency spatial modulation. Phase unwrapping is the process of reconstructing the true phase information from the measured wrapped values which are between --π to + π. High throughput, high speed, real-time phase unwrapping is highly desirable in many applications including applied physics and biomedicine. However, to the best of our knowledge, currently there are no phase unwrapping algorithms that allow QPI operation at video rates (i.e., \~30 frames/s).

There are two main types of phase unwrapping algorithms: path-following algorithms and the minimum-norm algorithms \[[@r3]\]. We chose Goldstein's branch cut method, which is a classic path-following algorithm and allows for high throughput. Although Goldstein's algorithm is the fastest phase unwrapping algorithm, its implementation in sequential code is still slow and far from meeting the real-time requirements. For example, for our *diffraction phase microscope* \[[@r4]\], C-code Goldstein's algorithm takes about 150 milliseconds to unwrap a 1024x1024 phase image, in addition to about 300 milliseconds to extract phase image from the raw microscopy data. The total processing time is about half a second which is much larger than our 30 ms target.

In the CUDA programming environment, graphics processing units (GPUs) can be regarded as computation devices operating as coprocessors to the central processing unit (CPU) \[[@r5]\]. The idea is to process computationally-intensive parts in parallel by using multiple computation units. The CUDA architecture consists of hundreds of processor cores that operate together to process different segments of the data set in the application. Previous work on using GPUs for 2D phase unwrapping include Karasev et al \[[@r6]\] and Mistry et al \[[@r7]\]. The former implemented a weighted least squares algorithm for Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (IFSAR) data and the latter implemented a Minimum L*^p^* norm phase unwrap algorithm for optical quadrature microscopy system. However, due to the computational complexity of minimum norm algorithms, the processing time of these algorithms is still too large and far from satisfying real-time requirements.

In this paper, we develop an unwrapping algorithm based on Goldstein's algorithm using CUDA to achieve real-time requirements. The reasons to choose Goldstein's algorithm are twofold. First, it is the fastest algorithm and can potentially be improved with CUDA implementation to achieve real-time requirements. Secondly, it performs effectively and satisfactorily for our targeted QPI system. The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 briefly introduces background information on our off-axis QPI system. Section 3 describes steps involved in the phase reconstruction process of the QPI imaging method. Section 4 illustrates our proposed CUDA-based phase unwrapping algorithm. In section 5, we present performance results of the proposed algorithm. Section 6 includes the conclusion and our future works. Finally, the Appendix provides information about CUDA GPU architecture, a summary of Goldstein's algorithm and details of our CUDA implementation of residue identification algorithm.

2. Off-axis QPI {#sec1-2}
===============

Off-axis interferometry takes advantage of the *spatial phase modulation* introduced by the *angularly shifted* (tilted) reference plane wave and the spatially-resolved measurement allowed by a 2D detector array such as a CCD ([Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Diffraction phase microscope: VPS virtual point source, RL relay lens, G grating, IP image plane, SF spatial filter, L1-2 lenses, CCD charged coupled device.). Essentially off-axis interferometry is the spatial equivalent of heterodyne detection in the time domain. Compared to phase-shifting methods (see, e.g., \[[@r8]\]), off axis-interferometry allows for single shot measurements and, thus, fast acquisition rates.

The intensity distribution of the interferogram at the detector plane takes the form (in the absence of noise)
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The goal is to isolate the term $\cos\left\lbrack {\Delta k \cdot x + \phi\left( {x,y} \right)} \right\rbrack$ from the measurement and then numerically compute its sine counterpart via a Hilbert transform. In order to achieve this,$\left| U_{i} \right|$ and $\left| U_{r} \right|$ can be independently measured by blocking one beam of the interferometer and measuring the resulting intensity of the other. As a result, the *cosine* term is obtained by itself, which can now be interpreted as the real part of a (spatial) complex analytic signal.

The corresponding imaginary part is further obtained via a Hilbert transform, as \[[@r9]\]
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where *P* indicates the principle value integral. Finally, the argument of the trigonometric functions is obtained uniquely as
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Importantly, the 2D phase map can be retrieved via a single CCD exposure. The main challenge is to produce a stable interferogram, i.e., maintain a stable phase relationship between the reference and the sample field. Diffraction phase microscopy (DPM) \[[@r4]\] is a QPI technique that combines the single shot feature of off-axis methods with the stability of common path interferometry and thus, renders highly sensitive phase images with high throughput. With these features, recently DPM has enabled new biomedical studies \[[@r10]--[@r12]\].

Our DPM experimental setup is shown in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"}. The second harmonic radiation of a Nd:YAG laser (λ = 532nm) is used as illumination for an inverted microscope, which produces the magnified image of the sample at the output port. The microscope image appears to be illuminated by a virtual source point VPS. A relay lens RL collimates the light originating at VPS and replicates the microscope image at the plane IP. A diffraction phase grating G (hence "*diffraction phase microscopy*"*)* is placed at this image plane and generates multiple diffraction orders containing full spatial information about the image. We select two diffraction orders (0th and 1st) that can be further used as reference and sample fields in a very compact Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In order to accomplish this, a standard spatial filtering lens system, L~1~-L~2~, is used to select the two diffraction orders and generate the final interferogram at the CCD plane. The 0th order beam is low-pass filtered using the spatial filter SF positioned in the Fourier plane of L~1~, such that at the CCD plane it approaches a uniform field. The spatial filter allows passing the entire frequency content of the 1st diffraction order beam and blocks all the other orders. The 1st order is thus the imaging field and the 0th order plays the role of the reference field. The two beams traverse the same optical components, i.e. they propagate along a common optical path, thus significantly reduces the longitudinal phase noise.

3. Phase reconstruction {#sec1-3}
=======================

In this section, we describe the steps involved in the phase reconstruction process in off-axis QPI systems. Before the unwrapping process can be started, phase information needs to be extracted from interferograms captured from the cameras. [Figure 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Phase reconstruction in QPI system illustrates the phase reconstruction procedure in QPI system.

3.1. Phase extraction from interferograms {#sec2-1}
-----------------------------------------

This module is to extract the phase information from the interferograms ([Fig. 3a](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Interferogram of a red blood cell (a) and its power spectrum (b)). The Hilbert transform of a function \[[Eq. (2)](#e2){ref-type="disp-formula"}\] is equivalent with the following combination: Fourier transform to frequency domain, followed by multiplication by a step function in the frequency domain and inverse Fourier transform to real space. First, an image captured from the cameras is transformed to the spatial frequency domain using two-dimensional Fourier transform and then shifted to move the zero-frequency component to the center of the image. This shifting basically swaps the first quadrant with the third and the second quadrant with the fourth. The power spectrum of the shifted image, as illustrated in [Fig. 3b](#g003){ref-type="fig"}, contains three peaks with the middle one located at the center of the image containing the DC component (the fringes of the interferogram) and the other two first-order peaks contain the same information about the phase. In the next step, we will need to find the coordinates locating one of these two peaks. These coordinates will be used to design filters to remove the DC component as well as to extract the phase information of the image. The circular shifting step is to shift the first-order peak to the center of the image, which will then be extracted in the next step. Finally, we apply inverse FFT and compute the phase values using the *arg* function.

3.2. Phase Unwrapping {#sec2-2}
---------------------

The phase of interest, φ, is wrapped to the range (-π, π\] such that measured function is:
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where *k(i)* is an integer such that $- \pi < \psi \leq \pi$ and *i* is the array index. The phase unwrapping problem is to find an estimate $\phi(i)$ for the actual phase *φ*(*i*) from the measured *ψ*(*i*).

In 1D, assuming that the true phase has local gradient less than π radians, the wrapped version of the image can be unwrapped by the following Itol's method \[[@r3]\]:

1.  *Step 1*: Compute the phase differences:$D\left( i \right) = \psi\left( {i + 1} \right) - \psi(i)$, for *i* = 0,..., *N*-2, with *N* the length of the array.

2.  *Step 2*: Compute the wrapped phase differences:$\Delta(i) = \arctan\left\{ \sin D(i),\cos D(i) \right\}$, for *I* = 0,..., *N*-2.

3.  *Step 3*: Initialize the first unwrapped value:$\phi\left( 0 \right) = \psi(0)$.

4.  *Step 4*: Unwrap by summing the wrapped phase differences: $\phi\left( i \right) = \phi\left( {i - 1} \right) + \text{Δ}(i - 1)$, for *I* = 0,..., *N*-2.

Phase unwrapping becomes much more complicated in the 2D space. When noise is present, phase gradients may be greater than π causing the presence of residues and leading to image corruption.

A pixel is called a *residue* if the integral over a closed four pixel loop is not zero. We have the following residue theorem \[[@r3]\] for two-dimensional unwrapping:
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where *q* is the total *residue charges*.

Therefore, if the residue charges are balanced by connecting residues of opposite charges with branch cuts, the unwrapping process gives consistent results along any path which does not cross branch cuts. We use Goldstein's algorithm for phase unwrapping. Details of Goldstein's algorithm are provided in Appendix B.

The last step in the algorithm is to subtract the horizontal phase slope from the image to calibrate the tilting of the specimen plane. We first use least square fitting to find the coefficients of the plane representing the slope of the tilting. This step is very computational. Fortunately, these tilting coefficients only need to be computed for the first image during one measurement. For the successive images, we can use the same coefficients to subtract the tilting plane point by point since it does not change during one measurement.

4. CUDA implementation {#sec1-4}
======================

In this section, we present the implementation of the phase reconstruction algorithm on GPU. To further utilize the GPU power, we developed a program that can process multiple images simultaneously. This will be useful for streaming-type applications.

4.1. Phase extraction module {#sec2-3}
----------------------------

The process of extracting phase information from interferogram images includes Fourier transforms (one for forward and one for inverse direction), building the filters, point-wise matrix multiplications (for filtering), shifting of matrix entries and computing the argument of the complex number of every pixel value of the image. All of these steps are quite computationally intensive in sequential C code and can be implemented in CUDA very efficiently.

In QPI, since the coordinates of the first-order maxima and thus the filters remain the same for one measurement, we only need to find these coordinates and compute the filters once for the first image and use those computed filters to process successive images.

For Fourier transforms, we use the CUFFT library developed by NVIDIA \[[@r13]\]. The CUFFT library provides functions to rapidly compute 1D, 2D and 3D Fourier transforms in CUDA C. The filtering part is just point-wise matrix multiplication in the frequency domain and very straightforward for parallel implementation since there are no dependencies between data points. This is implemented using a thread-per-pixel model which assigns a thread to compute for each pixel of the image. Likewise, FFT shifting swaps the first with the third quadrants and the second with the fourth quadrants of the image, and thus is highly parallel and straightforward to be implemented in CUDA. Each thread will be responsible for swapping one pair of pixels from the first and the third quadrants and one pair of pixels from the second and the fourth quadrants.

In the circular shifting step, we need to circularly shift all the columns and then rows of pixels by some shift strides. The shift strides in vertical and horizontal directions of the image are determined by the coordinates of the first-order peak in the power spectrum as mentioned in section 3.1. We first copy all the pixel values in the image array to a buffer array and then each thread copies a pixel value in the buffer array to a corresponding shifted pixel in the original image array. Finally, the last step is to compute the wrapped phase value at each pixel by using arctangent function. This computation is also very straightforward for parallelization and again each thread computes the phase value for one pixel. These values are stored in an array, called a phase array.

For all the steps in this module, we use a grid of 16 × 16 thread blocks. The number of block is determined by the size of the image and the number of images we want to process simultaneously.

4.2. Residue identification {#sec2-4}
---------------------------

Residue identification is done based on a pixel by pixel basis. A pixel is a positive (negative) residue if the integral over a closed four pixel loop is greater (smaller) than zero. Therefore, it is also straightforward for parallelization; each thread computes an integral over a closed four pixel loop to decide if the pixel top left corner of the loop is a residue or not. This information is stored in an array of byte type, called bitflag array. Further, for each image we use one integer-typed variable to store the number of residues and one array to store positions of those residues. This information is for later use in the branch cut placement step. Details of bitflag structure and residue identification algorithm are discussed in Appendix C.

4.3. Branch cut placement {#sec2-5}
-------------------------

The branch cut algorithm includes processes of enlarging and searching over a search box on the image and the charge is cumulatively computed. This process requires information about other residues it encounters during the search, such as whether a residue is branch cut pixel or it has already been connected to some other residues, etc. Thus, this process cannot be parallelized for CUDA implementation. One way to solve this problem is to implement this part in the host code. However, in order to do this, we have to copy the data from the GPU device's memory to the host and then copy it from the host back to the device after the branch cut placement has been done, which introduces a significant time delay.

In order to avoid this back and forth copying, we implement this step in CUDA by using one thread to process the branch cuts for each image. Instead of scanning over the whole image as in the original Goldstein's algorithm, we only scan the residue lists stored in the residue identification step. This way of implementation may be computationally intensive if the number of residues is large, resulting in longer running time compared to the implementation of Goldstein's branch cut algorithm in the host code. For our targeted applications in optical phase imaging, the number of residues is often small and this implementation fits well and indeed performs much better than the host code one.

4.4. Unwrapping around branch cuts {#sec2-6}
----------------------------------

This step is also difficult to be parallelized, since unwrapping a pixel requires that one of its neighbors has been already unwrapped. The most direct way to do this in CUDA is that each thread performs the computation for one pixel by first checking the pixel's neighbors and then unwrapping the pixel if one of the neighbors is unwrapped. After that, all the threads must be synchronized to update the pixels' status before repeating the process of checking and unwrapping. This process stops when all the pixels are unwrapped. However, we know that only threads in the same block can cooperate, and the maximum number of threads per block supported by existing devices is 1024, limiting us to very small images. Furthermore, each iteration needs to read data of the neighboring pixels, thus when the size of the image gets larger, this process may become computationally intensive due to repeated memory reading.

An alternative way is to use each thread to unwrap one column of the image and scan through pixels in each column. If any of a pixel's neighbors is flagged as unwrapped, that pixel will be unwrapped and then flagged as such. The process will be repeated until all possible pixels are unwrapped. However, this process requires data from four neighbors for each pixel. This causes large demand on global memory access and may slow down the program. Instead, we choose to change the direction of scanning after each scan and in each scan, we only check the previous pixel in the scanning direction to see if it is flagged as unwrapped. Specifically, we use one thread to unwrap each row or column of the image. First, we scan the image from top to bottom, then from the left to the right, then from bottom to top and then from right to left. The scanning continues until no more pixels can be unwrapped. Then, either all the pixels have been unwrapped or there is an isolated region in the image. For each isolated region, we first initialize a pixel in the region and repeat the above process.

We now discuss in more detail our unwrapping algorithm. We first unwrap pixels in a small window of pixels at the center of the image by repeating the process of checking and unwrapping as mentioned above. In our implementation, we choose an initial window of size of 32 × 32 pixels. After the initial window has been unwrapped, we divide the image into four regions; each region will be unwrapped by a block of threads. In each block, we use two loops of scanning and changing scanning directions as described above. The inner loop is to process pixels in one isolated area and the outer loop is to handle all isolated areas. After each scanning, if the number of unwrapped pixels equals the total number of pixels in the block, the scanning process stops. [Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Flow chart of unwrapping algorithm presents a flow chart of the unwrapping algorithm.

In the last step, we need to subtract the phase slope from the image. As mentioned in Section 3.2, once the tilting coefficients are computed for the first image, we can use those coefficients to calibrate for the tilting plane from the successive images. Since this tilting plane subtraction procedure can be done point by point, it can be implemented very efficiently in CUDA by letting one thread to compute the adjusted phase value for each pixel. Therefore, this step can be done very fast in our CUDA implementation.

5. Performance results {#sec1-5}
======================

In this section, we discuss the performance of our algorithm on GPU. We tested the algorithm on a Windows machine with Intel® Core i5 CPU with clock rate of 3.2 GHz and 8 GB RAM memory. We use NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 470M GPU which supports CUDA programming.

[Figure 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Phase unwrapping of red blood cell image illustrates an example of a red blood cell imaged by DPM. [Figure 5a](#g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the wrapped phase image associated with the interferogram in [Fig. 3a](#g003){ref-type="fig"} after the phase extraction. [Figure 5b](#g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the result after the unwrapping procedure. The vertical and horizontal axes illustrate pixels' positions in 2D image and the color bar denotes the phase values before and after unwrapping.

For comparison, we also implemented a C-code based program and use the unwrap algorithm as described in \[[@r3]\]. For the phase extraction part, we use FFTW library to compute Fourier transforms. Our GPU version is implemented in CUDA C, and compiled with the Microsoft Visual Studio compiler.

[Table 1](#t001){ref-type="table"} Table 1CUDA implementation versus C based sequential implementation**Image SizeCPU/GPUPhase extraction (ms)Residue Identification (ms)Branch cut Placement (ms)Unwrap (ms)Total** **(ms)1024 × 1024**CPU317.4243.426.7489.32460.7**1 frame**GPU5.050.581.12510.01424.55 **Speedup factor62.8674.195.998.9218.771024 × 1024**CPU3174.2434.267.4893.24607.4**10 frames**GPU40.4865.551.12845.285111.1 **Speedup factor78.478.1959.7119.7241.47512 × 512**CPU7111516105**1 frame**GPU2.180.20.021.878 **Speedup factor32.6155.842508.5513.13512 × 512**CPU710110501601050**10 frames**GPU11.571.40.026.72226 **Speedup factor61.3778.57250023.840.38** compares the run time between the two implementations. The results shown were averaged over 20 images for each image size. As mentioned earlier, our program supports multiple image frames. For sequential C-code program, the run time for multiple frames simply scales linearly with the number of frames. For GPU implementation, the total run time includes time for the memory copy of interferogram from host to device and also a memory copy of output unwrapped image from device to host.

Clearly, the GPU implementation demonstrates tremendous improvement on run time performance. The total run time for a single 1024 × 1024 image reduced from an average of 460 milliseconds for the sequential C-code implementation to 24.55 milliseconds on GPU, which is now suitable for video rate. The total run time for a single lower resolution (512 × 512) image is 8 milliseconds, allowing for much higher image acquisition rates. Furthermore, we note larger speedup when multiple images are processed simultaneously which is extremely useful for streaming applications.

6. Conclusion and future work {#sec1-6}
=============================

In this paper, we presented a phase unwrapping algorithm in CUDA C. The algorithm is based on the classical Goldstein's branch cut algorithm. The algorithm demonstrates a tremendous improvement, of a factor of about 18× for single images, and 40× for 10 images, over sequential implementation. By implementing all functions in CUDA, we eliminate all intermediate memory copies between the host and the GPU device, reducing the run time. We obtained a speedup of 18.77× for images of size 1024 × 1024 and reduced a total run time to about 24 milliseconds which is suitable for real-time, high resolution phase reconstruction.

We anticipate that in the near future, from the unwrapped phase images, CUDA-based modules will compute in real-time quantitative parameters of the imaged objects, e.g., cell volumes, refractive indices, tissue morphological parameters, etc, useful for both basic biological studies and medical diagnosis.

This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation (grants CBET 08-46660 CAREER, CBET-1040462 MRI) and the National Cancer Institute (grant R21 CA147967-01). For more information, visit <http://light.ece.uiuc.edu/>.

In this section, we briefly describe NVIDIA's Compute Unified Device Architecture model (CUDA) to justify our CUDA-based phase unwrapping algorithm. CUDA GPU was designed to process thousands of threads simultaneously by underlying parallel stream processors. It consist of several streaming multiprocessors (SMs) as illustrated in [Fig. 6a](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6CUDA GPU architecture.

A CUDA program consists of both host code and device code. The host code is straight ANSI C code, which is used when there is little or no data parallelism and the device code is used when there is a rich amount of data parallelism. The NVIDIA C Compiler (NVCC) separates the two. The host code is straight ANSI C code and is compiled with standard C compilers. CUDA extends C by allowing developers to define C functions, called kernels, and the device code is compiled by the NVCC and executed on a GPU device. Based on single-instruction, multiple-thread (SIMT) architecture \[[@r5],[@r14]\], CUDA maps a single kernel to a grid of threads to process different input data simultaneously. Threads in a grid are organized into a two-level hierarchy, as illustrated in [Fig. 6b](#g006){ref-type="fig"}. Threads are organized into blocks of up to three dimensions and the blocks are then organized into a one-dimensional or two-dimensional grid of thread. Each thread has its own register and each block has a shared memory which is available to all threads in that block. All threads in a block can synchronize their execution but two threads from different blocks cannot cooperate. Numbers of threads and blocks must be provided to a call of a kernel through an execution configuration. Then all threads will execute the same instruction but on different input data identified by their thread indices and block indices.

Goldstein's algorithm includes three steps \[[@r3]\].

1.  *Step 1*: Locate the residues

2.  *Step 2*: Generate the branch cuts

3.  *Step 3*: Path-integrate around the branch cuts

The first step is to locate the residues in the images. For the pixel at coordinate (*i,j*), its residue charge will be obtained by summing the wrapped phase differences around the closed path as illustrated in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Detecting residues in 2D arrays,
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In the second step, the Goldstein's algorithm first scans the phase image pixel by pixel until a residue is detected. Then a 3 × 3 box is placed around the residue to search for other residues. If another residue is present, a branch cut is placed between them. If they are of opposite polarities, the charge will be balanced; otherwise the search will be continued. When another residue is found, it is connected to the residue at the center of the box whether the new residue has been connected to some other residue or not and in the latter case, its polarity will be added to the cumulative sum of the other residues. When the cumulative charge is zero, the residues are called balanced. If the cumulative charge is not zero after the search over the 3 × 3 box, the box is moved to center at each of the other residues in the previous box and searched. If the cumulative charge is still nonzero, then the box is enlarged and centered at each of the residues. This process stops when either the cumulative charge becomes zero or a border pixel is encountered.

The last step uses a flood-fill algorithm. First, a pixel is selected and its phase is stored as the unwrapped value. Then, the four neighbors of this pixel are unwrapped and the pixels are inserted into a list, called an *adjoin list*. Then, the algorithm will iteratively select a pixel from the adjoin list and unwrap and insert its neighbors into the adjoin list if those neighbors are not branch cut pixels or have not been unwrapped. Finally, when the adjoin list becomes empty, either all the non-branch cut pixels have been unwrapped or there is a region isolated by branch cuts. Isolated regions can be unwrapped independently by starting with one pixel in the region and repeating the process. The branch cut pixels are then unwrapped using their unwrapped neighboring pixels.

[Table 2](#t002){ref-type="table"} Table 2Structure of bit flag array elements***Bit*Information**  **1st bit**     POS_RES  **2nd bit**     NEG_RES  **3rd bit**     VISITED  **4th bit**     ACTIVE  **5th bit**     BRANCH_CUT  **6th bit**     BORDER  **7th bit**     UNWRAPPED  **8th bit**     POSTPONED illustrates the data structure of the bitflags. Bits of each byte contain binary information for one pixel of the image.

The first two bit flags of each element mark whether the pixel is positive or negative residue. The seventh bit flag marks if a pixel is unwrapped or not (in the unwrapping step). Other bit flags are used in the branch cut placement step. Additionally, for each image we use one integer-typed variable, *resNum*, to store the number of residues and one array, *res_list*, to store positions of those residues. This information is for later use in the branch cut placement step. Since threads work independently and are not synchronized, multiple threads may try to update *resNum* and *res_list* at the same time and may end up with incorrect results. In order to avoid this, we use a built-in function, called *atomicAdd*, to update the number of residues. This ensures that the operation of one thread is not interfered with by other threads. This function returns the old value of its argument, thus we can use this returned value to update our residue lists. A flow chart of residue identification function is summarized in [Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Residue identification flow chart.. An instance of this function is run on each thread independently. The parameter *k* indicates the position of the pixel to be tested.
